A review of the properties that bond the particles under Lennard Jones Potential allow to states properties and conditions for building evolutive algorithms using the CB lattice with other different lattices. The new lattice is called CB lattice and it is based on small cubes, such the number of its vertices in a region is always greater than the number of the particles of a cluster or a region of a lattice inside of the same size region of the CB lattice. Moreover, the estimation of a putative optimal cluster of the Lennard Jones can be done theoretically in short time but, the proof, for such cluster to be the global optimal cannot be determining in efficient time. The proof of the global optimality for a cluster is related to the binomial coefficient m n , which it corresponds with the selection of n particles from a collection with m given particles. A set of propositions states convergence and optimal conditions over the CB lattice for an evolutionary algorithm. The evolutionary algorithm is a reload version of previous genetic algorithms based in phenotypes. The novelty using CB lattice, together with the other lattices, and ad-hoc cluster segmentation and enumeration, is to allow the combination of genotype (DNA coding for cluster using their particle's number) and phenotype (geometrical shapes using particle's coordinates in 3D). A parallel version of an evolutionary algorithm for determining the global optimality is depicted. The algorithm for determining global optimality (which it is far from this research, and it is not included) is just a force brute searching algorithm with complexity m n , where n is the number of the cluster's particles and m ≫ n is the number of particles of an appropriate CB lattice's region. The results presented are from a standalone program for a personal computer of the evolutionary algorithm, which can estimate all putative Optimal Lennard Jones Clusters from 13 to 1612 particles. The novelty are the theoretical results for the evolutionary algorithm's efficiency, the strategies with phenotype or genotype, and the classification of the clusters based in an ad-hoc geometric algorithm for segmenting a cluster into its nucleus and layers. Also, the standalone program is not only capable to replicate the optimal Lennard Jones clusters in The Cambridge Cluster Database (CCD), but to find new ones.
Introduction
The problem for determining optimal clusters under Lennard Jones captures my attention for the possible implications for building an efficient algorithm for the class of NP. My techniques for the NP Class has an application for building an appropriate algorithms for looking the optimal clusters under Lennard Jones Potential.
Over a decade ago, I states the conjecture in [2] that IF lattice could contain all optimal clusters under the Potential of Lennard Jones (LJ). The title of the article: Minimum search space and efficient methods for structural cluster optimization was proposed as result of some inquiries from D. J. Wales, J. P. K. Doye, G.L. Xue and Bern Hardke about the optimal LJ clusters. IF lattice results from overlapping the positions of the IC lattice and FC lattice. The main result was a minimum region of IF, where all putative global optimal LJ clusters from 2 to 1000 can be found (see figures 1, and 2). Figure 1 was constructed by the selection of not repeated positions from where a given initial selection of particles converges always by a local minimization process to its putative minimal LJ cluster. This set of positions is finite, and it can be enumerate, such each position corresponds with a unique id number.
Therefore, it could be simple to locate a minimal LJ cluster by the set of its particles' number of the cluster. I proposed a telephone algorithm, which is like make a phone call but, here n id particles corresponds to a cluster's phone number from a set of an appropriate selection of m id numbers from a region of IF lattice. After the minimization if the value of the LJ potential is less than a previous cluster's number, then it is the phone number of the cluster of n particles. Even, it is like more genotype, I did not introduce this type of DNA mechanics in my previous genetic and evolutive algorithms in order to keep a phenotype representation (this means geometric shapes using the 3d particles' coordinate). The main idea was to look for the putative optimal LJ cluster by an exhaustive searching. This is a brute force algorithm with complexity related to the Newton binomio for combinations, m n . Even with all putative optimal LJ clusters from 2 to 1000 in the lattice IF, I can not prove my conjecture. But, reviewing my previous work and the mathematical properties of the LJ potential function, it is possible to determine from the cubic lattice (CB) all optimal LJ clusters in efficient time.
This paper presents an evolutive algorithm based in our previous Genetic algorithm. It is based on the partial growing sequence property that the optimal LJ clusters exhibe (To my knowledge, it was Northby [12] to state the growing sequence property of the optimal LJ cluster over the IC lattice, also Hoare [8] pointed out the morphology of the microclusters). It means that clusters with relative closed number of particles could have similar geometry or in other words, they belong to same lattice or they belong to the same geometrical family or they shares some similar bricks or building blocks. Some ideas and techniques are difficult to replicate, therefore for this article, I added a simple Matlab programs to visualice my novel cluster partition and geometry, and to help for verifying my 8 categories of classification by similar number of particles considered the nucleus.
The corroboration of my results was possible because all the putative optimal LJ clusters are reported in The Cambridge Cluster Database (CCD) [17] .
The next subsection depicts the notation used. Section 2 has the properties and the proposition. The subsection 2.1 depicts the technique for the creation of a partition of the cluster's particles into layers, and subsection 2.2 depicts an heuristic for determining a cluster's nucleus (in the appendix a Matlab program of such heuristic is depicted). Section 3 describes my version of parallel evolutionary algorithm. The next section presents the numerical results, and finally, the last section the conclusions and the future work.
Notation
Given a set S, |S| is the number of elements of the set. Also if A[·] is an array, |A[·]| is the number of elements of the array. ∅ is the empty set. || · || is the norm in R 3 . Particularly, C * n denotes an optimal LJ cluster with n particles, and C n denotes an arbitrary cluster with n particles.
A cluster C n or C * n are sets of natural numbers, where each number correspond to a particle's properties (p i ). For this research the particle's properties are the particle's 3D coordinates. ||p i , p j || is the Euclidian distance between particles p i and p j .
By example, C *
√ 2 is the optimal distance for two particles under LJ potential:
Several references explain how to build IC and FC lattices [10, 11, 16, 18] . The CB lattice is very simply is the set of points that correspond to the intersection of the parallel lines to the axes with a separation of d * /2 from the (0,0,0).
Properties of LJ
There are several articles about LJ potential function's properties. The proposition 1 in [2] is repeated as proposition 2.1 in [3] , together with proposition 2.2: Proposition 2.1 Exist a discrete set, Ω, where ∀j ∈ N , j ≥ 2, the potential of SOCDXX(j) has the same ("close value") optimal value of SOCCXX(j) for a potential function such that
where XX is BU or LJ. where SOCYXX means search for optimal cluster, D is discrete, C is continues and XX is LJ for Lennard Jones Potential or BU for Buckingham potential.
Proposition 2.2 Any shape of n particles with edges ≈ d * can be approximated from the CB lattice. This means that with an appropriate region of CB lattice is sufficient to look for optimal clusters of size n. I did not state the size of the appropriate region of CB. However, today, any optimal LJ cluster in the CCD has an initial configuration in CB lattice, such that from this initial configuration converges by a minimization process to its corresponding putative optimal LJ cluster. Proposition 2.1. For any set of particles of a cluster's CL or a set of particles of a region RL of any lattice based on a unit u. Then corresponding region RB of the CB lattice such RB covers them under the || · || ∞ . Then particles of CL or RL are less than the number of particles of RB, i.e., |CL| < |RB| or |RL| < |RB|, where | · | is the number of particles.
Proof. Under the || · || ∞ any region of CB is a 3D cube. By construction, it has a point at the center (0, 0, 0), the first cube with −u/2, 0, u/2 has 3 3 points, the second cube with −u, −u/2, 0, u/2, u has 5 3 points, . . . , the k cube has (2k + 1) 3 points. Any polyhedra or lattice based in the unit u can not have more than 12 neighbors at ratio u. The icosahedra has 13 points but the corresponding cube to cover it is the second cube, with 5 3 points, i.e., no. particles of icosahedra ¡ no. particles of unit cube of CB lattice. In general, for a given cluster CL or region RL they can be divided and contained by a set of unit cubes of CB, which is a cube, let's call RB. Therefore, |CL| < |RB| or |RL| < |RB|.
It follows that any region of the CB lattice has more points than the same region of a lattice. But more important, the global continuos optimal LJ cluster can be approximated in a discrete set of 3D points, Ω. Then a connection between RB an appropriate region and Ω will be provide a discrete set of 3D points where the continuous optimal global cluster is approximated by a discrete set of points! A local minimization procedure is the connection to approximate the continuous optimal global in RB. On the other hand, for a cluster with n particles, let's suppose to have an appropriate region RB, m = |RB|. The number of the posible clusters of size n in RB is M = n m ≫ 0. Note that M is a big number. It follows naturally from prop. 2.1 than for any region of a given lattice, the number of clusters with n particles is ≪ M. Proposition 2.2. RB is an appropriate search region of the CB lattice for a cluster with n particles, M = n m , m = |RB|, M is a huge positive number. |RL| is a region of a lattice where there are different clusters with n particles, and it is supposed that it contains the optimal LJ cluster. Then
where P(·) is a probability function, F 1 is the set of the optimal candidates for being the global optimal LJ cluster in RB, and F 2 is the set of the optimal candidates for being the global optimal LJ cluster in RB ∪ RL.
Proof. It follows from
is the number of candidates for being the global optimal LJ cluster in RL, f ′ > 0, it is not zero because the assumption that RL contains the optimal LJ cluster,
It is important to assume that F 2 ∩ RL = ∅, to increase the probability for determining the global optimal clusters, otherwise the probability does not increase. Many of the ad-hoc, heuristic, genetic, and evolutionary algorithms for determining the optimal LJ clusters have been used this property as previous knowledge to favorece some candidates over others with success and speed to replicate the putative optimal LJ clusters.
In a personal communication, I suggested at 2004 to Shao, et al. to use different lattices from [16] . In [15] appears the acknowledge: "The authors would like to thank Prof. Carlos Barrón Romero for his personal communications and collaborations with us in the studies on the lattice-based optimization methods, including also the work published in J. Phys. Chem. A, 108, 3586-3592 (2004) ." So even, knowing that an appropriate region of the CB lattice has the optimal LJ clusters, to improve the efficiency for determining optimal LJ cluster is a good strategy to use other sources of candidates to favorece diversity in the complex process for looking the unknown optimal LJ clusters.
Finally, the theoretical results point out that it is posible to increase the speed of any algorithm for determining optimal LJ clusters but without any proof that they are global optimal. The repeated putative optimal LJ clusters are stationary states, from where a criteria such of the number of times that the same cluster appears, then stop and accept it as the putative optimal global LJ cluster.
The number of steps in these cases are clearly very less than M = n m , m = |RB|. M is the huge number related to the numbers of candidates to compare for determining global optimality in RB. A force brute algorithm for the estimation of the different combinations of a set can be found in [3] , it is a version for determining the different cycles of a complete graph, G = (V, A), |V | = n.
Partition technique for a cluster
The geometry of the LJ clusters have been strongly related to different geometric structures (see [9, 8, 12, 16] ) icosahedral, dodecahedral, cuboctahedral, and so on.
My segmentation's technique provides different cluster's views as an arbitrary polyhedron with its partitioning into its core, layers and shell by using the particle's neighbors. The advantages to segment a cluster with my technique are 1) to help for interpretation and interaction with other clusters and lattices, and 2) to build a cluster from lego or building blocks.
These properties are quite important because they support the previous research about the knowledge of the clusters' morphology, properties, geometrical families, chemistry, or the well know grow sequence.
A particle's neighbor structure is defined as follow:
1. Define a unit: u.
2. Define a tolerance t as the porcentaje for accepting the expansion and the compression of u. (0 ≤ t ≤ 1.0).
Neighbor's criteria: Particles
4. for each particle, N vec(i) is the number of neighbor of the particle p i , and V ec(i, k) is the array for storing the number of the particles p k that they satisfy the neighbor's criteria with a given particle p i .
where dist is an appropriate distance function between the particles. p i stands for particle's representation in a n dimensional space, a particle is represented by p i , which it could contain all the relevant particle's attributes.
For this research, u = d * , p i is the particle's 3D coordinates, dist = || · || is the Euclidian distance, and t = 0.1. One characteristic of LJ clusters is the compression-expansion over the distance between particles with respect to the unit d * . The value of t = 0.1 allow to differentiate a diagonal from a expanded-compressed unit u and it works well to identify the "hard LJ optimal clusters" (see [1] , by example clusters with 38, 75, 98,75, 76, 77, 102, and 103 particles). For any possible LJ cluster, the upper limit of 12 neighbors over its particles, i.e., N vec(i) ≤ 12, ∀i. comes from the upper limit inherited by the 3D twelve kissing spheres geometrical property.
With the cluster's neighbors information, the next algorithm builds an arbitrary partition of a cluster's particles into a set of layers: . . , i k }: array of int, for a given set of particles's number to be the nucleus, with |N uc| ≤ n; output: capa: array of int, for the corresponding layer of a particle; ncapa: int, for the cluster's number of layers; memory: f mk: int; Hereafter, layer number 1 is the core or nucleus, and the last layer ncapa is the shell. It is easy to verify that the set capa of the particles' numbers is a partition of C n , i.e,:
The previous algorithm gives an arbitrary cluster partition that it could not correspond to the standard accepted geometric structures but it can be used for genetic cuts for creating a new offspring as playing with set of figures of lego. In particular, the results could be similar to the Hoare's (see [8] ) morphology of simple microclusters, polyhedral structures (PT), and an arbitrary representation of cluster's isomeros. Figure 8 depicts C * 37 with its layers for an arbitrary selection of its nucleus. Figure 6 depicts C * 107 with nucleus n7 and its shell.
Heuristic for determining a nucleus for a cluster
The proposed heuristic is simple and it is based in previous knowledge of the LJ cluster structures that other authors have been point out.
The main concept is to look for a set of cluster's particles inside of an sphere with center at the cluster's center of mass with ratio 1.1d
* . The particles inside of the sphere are natural candidates for being considering the cluster's nucleus. There many cases, for the selection of the cluster's nucleus. Let P N be the set of particles inside of the sphere, and cm the cluster's coordinates of its center of mass:
1. IC or IR when ∃ p k ∈ P N , such that arg k = min k ||p i − cm||, and ||p k − cm|| < 0.35d * . By example, C 2. IC without a particle as a center when |P N | = 12 and these 12 are closed to the sphere's shell. This is the case for IC nucleus with 12 particles (n0 IC It is showed in the appendix the Matlab routine "S plot geCl LJ.m". It is a version of an algorithm using this heuristic. Figure 6 depicts the results of the C * 107 and its shell with algorithm 2.3 with a nucleus defined by the heuristic of this section.
The next algorithm builds a set of coordinates or give a set of number that they correspond to a cluster inside of a region. A region could be and arbitrary set of points, or points of a lattice, or the points of other big cluster. if M < n then print("Error, it is insufficient the number of points of R for the cluster"); return; end if for i := 1 to n do d min := 10 8 ;
The previous algorithm always answers with a set of points and with a set on particles' numbers that they correspond to a cluster, but the original and the output cluster from the region R could have very different shapes. 
Parallel evolutionary algorithm for searching optimal LJ clusters
The novelty of the Parallel evolutionary algorithm of this section is not a new complete paradigm, as I mentioned before, it is a reload version of previous ad-hoc and genetic algorithm (see [7, 4, 5, 6, 14, 13, 2, 3] ).
The term evolutionary algorithm for my approach is justified by the fact that the results are converted into input data, and this cause a change of the expected behavior of the program beyond of its programming. What, I precisely mean is that the efficacy and efficiency of the program for determining optimal LJ clusters is improved. Also, I added new routines based in phenotype and genotype strategies that my previous algorithms have not. But in the essence, it is an evolutionary program improved by his creator to increase its efficiency and efficacy with adding changes into its old routines by hand. One of the aspect to point out, is that previous version was only based in elitism, here the diversity is favored and it will come from the data of the optimal clusters and for the data of the CB lattice, particularly.
The algorithm [14] ) now includes the following genotype and phenotype mechanisms. For the genotype mechanisms, a telephone model for the clusters consist to get a set of number to represent a cluster. This can be done with a region of a lattice and a cluster by using the algorithm 2.4.
An enumeration from the nucleus to its shell can be done by ordering the particles of a region by its ratio, y coordinate and its angle on the XY plane. Figure 9 depict a IC and CB regions with this numeration. This helps because for a cluster, lower number are in the core, larger number are in the shell whatever it is respect to a lattice or to other C * n . With the telephone model for a cluster, a mutation is like to dial the cluster's telephone with one or more mistakes. The mistake numbers can be replaced by any number not in the cluster's telephone with the condition that such numbers are the indices of particles' coordinates in a given region.
Children can be created by replacing sequences of the clusters' telephones of 2 or more parent clusters. After the creation of the children by any genetic mechanism, a minimization procedure is applied for the corresponding coordinates of the particles' numbers of the children to get a local minimal LJ cluster for elitism selection.
On the other hand, the previous genetic algorithm adds mechanisms to use the algorithm 2.3 with or without the heuristic given in subsection 2.2. New kind of mutations are incorporate by using the matching algorithm 2.4 to transform a cluster into a CB, IC, IF or any lattice before crossover and make up. Previously, the current population include the optimal LJ cluster, the cluster with more 12 neighbors, and the worst LJ cluster. The change is to include the lower and as many clusters as possible of the 8 categories of the heuristic for determining the nucleus with the current optimal LJ cluster.
The parrallel algorithm defines a player main routine, which consists in two main routines: Cerberus and Prometheus. timer: set an interval of time for sending a stop signal. I n : int parameter of the initial cluster (≥ 13); F n : int parameter of final cluster (≥ 13 and (≥ I n )); P sz : int parameter of the population size (≥ 9). R CB : set of 3D points of the CB lattice (≫ F n ); R L1 , . . . R Lk : set of 3D points of other lattices (≫ F n ); output: memory: C * n : private data of the current putative optimal LJ clusters;
while (1) do execute Cerberus; execute Prometheus(I n , F n , P sz , R CB , R L1 , . . . R Lk ); a timer or the user send a signal to stop; end while
Cerberus is an elitism routine for communicating and keeping the best putative optimal LJ clusters. It take care of the communication but never interrupt the process of Prometheus.
Algorithm 3.2. Cerberus input:
P c : input pile of messages for C k (LJ clusters); st P : int, exclusive variable to communicate with Prometheus's state, 1: Prometheus is searching or 0:Prometheus is not searching; output:
signal: semaphore command for waiting or executing; memory: C * n : private data of the current putative optimal LJ clusters;
signal Prometheous goes; while (1) do if (st P == 0) then while pile(P c ) is not empty do signal Prometheous to wait;
send message C * k to others players; end if end while signal Prometheous to continue; end while
Prometheus is the implementation of the previous evolutionary algorithm. It has exclusive access to the best LJ clusters during the evolutionary process. I n : int parameter of the initial cluster (≥ 13); F n : int parameter of final cluster (≥ 13 and (≥ I n )); P sz : int parameter of the population size (≥ 9). R CB : set of 3D points of the CB lattice (≫ F n ); R L1 , . . . R Lk : set of 3D points of other lattices (≫ F n ); signal: semaphore command for waiting or executing; output:
st P : int, exclusive variable to communicate its state, 1: busy or 0:waiting; while (1) do st P : = 0; for n := I n to F n do do Cerberus(signal) or player(signal); st P := 1; execute: evolutionary algorithm for exploring C n st P :=0; end for end while When Prometheus is executing the evolutionary algorithm, there is not access to the private memory even for others clusters different of the current n. This is because the evolutionary algorithm could use any C * j for creating offsprings at any time. Before or after, the process of the evolutionary algorithm, or when Prometheus is off, there is access to the best LJ optimal clusters.
The player routine is designed for working with copies of it. This could cause a bootle's neck for the communications. Therefore, it is convenient to define a master player. In this case, only the master has the ability to send and receive messages, meanwhile the slave players can only send messages to it.
Results
My previous results [2] are in the figure 1. It depicts a set of particles MIF1739, which contains C * n , n = 2, . . . , 1000. I tried to use MIF1739 has a main lattice from where an algorithm could takes advantage of its building property: ∃ C n ∈ MIF1739, such that by a minimization process, C n converges to C * n . However, it is not easy task to locate a "good" initial set of points closed to an optimal LJ cluster. Figure 2 depicts where C * 38 and C * 664 are located into the IF lattice. It is possible to select points by using sphere in MIF1739. Two parameters are need, the ratio and the center of sphere.
The efficiency of the evolutionary algorithm changes dramatically with the incorporation of the CB lattice, and the phenotype and genotype strategies. The best results comes from starting with no optimal clusters but by using CB lattice and IC, IR, FC, dodecahedral lattices, and 14 as the size of the population. The heuristic for determining a nucleus (see subsection 2.2) and the algorithm 2.3, helped to extend the selection and interaction between clusters to create offspring for mutation or phenotype crossover or genotype crossover. This heuristic classifies into 8 categories by just using the numbers of particles in a nucleus. The nucleus types n4, n5, n6, and n7 are not geometrically equal. A refinement of heuristic is possible, but it has a computation cost. Figure 10 depicts the histogram of 8 categories resulting of this heuristic for the C * n , n = 13, . . . , 1612. Tables 1, 2, 3, and 4 contains the classification of the clusters. It seems that many cases of C * n are obtained rapidly by a the make up operation of its previous or next clusters, but also by considering to extend the diversity of the current population to 8 categories.
My results could help to answer some old conjetures about the morphology of the microclusters. See Hoare [8] : "Werfelmer's essential contribution was to point out the possibility of extremely compact fivefold symmetric structures for N7, suggesting that the pentagonal bipyrimid (N=7) ( fig.3(a) ) and the icosahedron (N=13) ( fig.3(b) ) might be the dominant motifs in larger assemblies." It is partially true, from table 4the type 7), a nucleus with 7 particles (a pentagonal bipyramid) is the dominant motif for C * n , n = 18, . . . , 1530, but IC is not a dominant motif from table 1, type 1) and type2) without considering type 8) (a nucleus IC with 12 particles, which was unknown at 1983).
Figures 11, 12, 13, 14, and 15 depict where the different nucleus type appears. At the bottom of each figure the LJ potential difference bet the consecutive clusters is depicted. Some type of optimal clusters are isolated and the LJ potential difference is highly variable from n = 13 to 1420. But after this cluster it seems to diminish its variations for the IR C * n , n ≥ 142. My results are 1600 optimal LJ clusters with n = 13, . . . , 1612 particles, (Most of them are posted in The Cambridge Cluster Database (CCD) [17] ), a novel 8 categories of nucleus classification, and 65 new putative LJ Clusters, which are not reported at December of 2016. See table 5.
Conclusions and future work
The advances of the technology and science of Physics and Chemistry are fantastic, together with the molecular and the nanostructures design. The results presented here have many implications for the computational molecular design and their models and algorithms. I hope to witness, that it is quite possible to replicate and to improve these results by using one of the top worldwide supercomputer. Some of the definitions are broad, and this research can be easily extended and applied for exploring geometries and interactions of clusters under other molecular potentials. Table 3 : Type 5 and 6 of the C * n , n = 13, . . . , 1612
